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Abstract. In this article we report about a study to assess Dutch teachers’ Pedagogical Content
Knowledge (PCK), with special focus on programming as a topic in secondary school Informatics
education. For this research, we developed an online research instrument: the Online Teacher PCK
Analyser (OTPA). The results show that Dutch teachers’ PCK scores between low and medium.
Also we enquired whether there is any relation between teachers’ PCK and the textbooks they use
by comparing the results of this study with those of a previous one in which the PCK of textbooks
was assessed. The results show that there is no strong relation. Finally, we looked for trends between
teachers’ PCK and their educational backgrounds, as most of the Dutch teachers have a different
background than Informatics. The results show that also in this case there is no strong relation.
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1. Introduction

The goal of this study is to measure Dutch teachers’ Pedagogical Content Knowledge
(PCK) in Informatics education using an instrument developed for this purpose. The rea-
son to undertake such a study is the concern about the quality of Informatics education in
secondary schools (Van Diepen et al., 2011). In order to assess the current Dutch situa-
tion, we choose to analyse Dutch teachers’ PCK. PCK is that expertise that allows teachers
to present, in an effective way, the subject to their students (Shulman, 1986). It can be seen
as a special combination of content knowledge (CK) and pedagogical knowledge (PK),
which grows with the years of teaching experience. The instrument used, the OTPA (On-
line Teachers’ PCK Analyser) reported in Appendix A, is an adaptation of the research
instrument CoRe, used to portray the PCK of chemistry education (Loughran et al., 2001)
and programming education (Saeli et al., 2011a).

The teachers’ answers to the online questionnaire are then compared with the
standard PCK of programming portrayed in a previous study (Table 1, left column),
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Table 1

Scheme representing the relation between this study and two previous ones. The terms used are CoRe (Content
Representation), OTPA (Online PCK Teachers’ Analyser), PCK (Pedagogical Content Knowledge) and PTA
(PCK Textbook Analyser)

which is fully available in the technical report (Saeli et al., 2010) and briefly rep-
resented in Appendix B. Furthermore, possible relations between teachers’ PCK and
the textbooks they use are studied by comparing teachers’ results with those of an-
other study (Table 1, right column), in which aspects of PCK in Dutch textbooks were
analysed (Saeli et al., 2011b). In Table 1, a scheme is provided representing the re-
lations between the CoRe instrument and the definition of PCK and the construction
of the OTPA, as well as the relation between the results of this study and those of
two previous ones. These two studies will later be referred to the ‘international study’
(Saeli et al., 2011a) and the ‘textbook analysis study’ (Saeli et al., 2011b). The fi-
nal goal of the study described in this paper is to understand whether teachers’ dis-
ciplinary backgrounds (e.g., literature, mathematics, arts, etc.) are related to teachers’
PCK.

1.1. PCK Development

Having a good PCK means that teachers have several representations of the most com-
monly taught topics within a certain subject. The more representations teachers have at
their disposal and the better they recognise learning difficulties, the more effectively they
can deploy their PCK (Van Driel et al., 1998). This implies that PCK is knowledge that
grows with years of teaching experience and can be nearly absent at the beginning of
the teaching career. In fact, research shows how novice teachers’ PCK was inadequate to
support teaching in field experiences (Rovegno, 1992). This does not mean that novice
teachers cannot teach, but that they might not have an ‘armamentarium of representa-
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tions’ at their disposal (Shulman, 2012). However, teacher training provides a framework
on which novice teachers can build their PCK (Grossman, 1990).

A different scenario is presented when teachers, with several years of teaching ex-
perience, are teaching a subject outside of their certification. One study (Sanders, 1993)
shows that teachers, when teaching a topic outside their science specialty, sometimes
acted like novices (e.g., difficulties in answering students’ questions; determining the
depth and the extent of the topic to present to the students) and sometimes acted as ex-
perts. The conclusion is that PCK is knowledge that is transferable, although not com-
pletely. It seems that experienced teachers with strong PCK can reuse their knowledge to
teach subjects outside of their certification. Their PCK helps them to recognise the need
to transform their knowledge for the students, even though there might be difficulty in de-
termining how much to present at a given time and how to sequence their presentations.
Through their PCK they can recognise the need to deal with students’ input and try to det
ermine students’ background knowledge.

1.2. Measuring PCK

Educators and researchers have developed several techniques and methods to study PCK

(An et al., 2004; Carpenter et al., 1988; Kromrey and Renfrow, 1991; Carlson, 1990; Ro-
haan et al., 2009). Baxter and Lederman (1999) give a description of the most gen-
eral techniques that are used and their criticisms. They organise the different methods
into three groups: convergent and inferential techniques; concept mapping, card sorts
and pictorial representations; and multi-method evaluation. Convergent and inferential
techniques include Likert self-report scales, multiple-choice items and short answer for-
mats. These techniques seem to be an economical means of improving general teacher
tests, but it is unclear if these tests are actually tapping into new domains of knowl-
edge. The assessment and measurement of PCK concerns the study of a teacher’s abil-
ity to deal with the unusual, non-generalisable aspects of teaching. Accordingly these
techniques seem to be inadequate because they are too restrictive. Concept mapping,
card sorts, and pictorial representations are tools that have been largely used to study
teachers’ knowledge and beliefs, and to measure short-term changes. These tools are
not suitable to study the persistence of changes and (therefore) they have little value
in understanding the development and change of a teacher’s PCK (where PCK involves
changes that take place throughout the years). Multi-method evaluations include a vari-
ety of techniques to collect data such as interviews, concept maps, and video-prompted
recall (Magnusson et al., 1999). Studies conducted with multi-method evaluations are ef-
fective in assessing PCK but they are time and energy consuming. For certain studies
(Hashweh, 1987) difficulties exist concerning be the feasibility to replicate the mea-
surements. In some cases there is the need to make difficult decisions as to which
data sources are needed to build a global profile of PCK. The description of the multi-
method eva luations suggests that the assessment of PCK is neither simple nor obvi-
ous.

Methods and instruments to measure and assess PCK are being studied and experi-
mented with. The most common trend is to rely on qualitative approaches. However, these
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produce results that do not allow one to generalise concepts about teaching and PCK be-
cause they often consist of case studies. It seems that quantitative approaches have been
rarely adopted and their results give a partial view of a teachers’ PCK. Both methods are
effort and time consuming. The qualitative methodology requires time for the data analy-
sis part (e.g., interviews transcripts), and in contrast the quantitative method requires time
for the development of the research instruments (e.g., adequate multiple-choice items de-
sign).

In this study we use an instrument that has both qualitative and quantitative aspects
because we think that a combination of the two techniques will lead to a stronger mea-
surement.

1.3. PCK of Programming

The results of the first effort to portray the PCK of programming are reported in the in-
ternational study (Saeli et al., 2010, 2011a). These results were obtained by using the
research instrument CoRe (Content Representation), which has already been success-
fully used by Australian researchers in chemistry education (Loughran et al., 2001). PCK

has been defined as “the armamentarium of representations that teachers need to have at
their disposal when teaching a certain subject” (Shulman, 1987). To initialise the pro-
cess to create such a set, a total of 31 experienced teachers and teacher trainers have
been asked to take part in semi-structured group interviews, organised in the format of
workshops. These interviews had a length of roughly two hours, involving around five
teachers at a time. Each interview was divided into two parts. In the first part, teachers
had to individually list what, in their opinion, the “Big Ideas” of programming are (the
CK component). Big Ideas are those concepts within a subject which are at the heart
of the learning process for that specific subject according to well-educated and experi-
enced teachers. The Big Ideas within the context of learning to program that have been
named by more than two groups are reported in Table 2. At this point it is important to
understand that although Informatics experts could come up with other Big Ideas (e.g.,
pointers), PCK refers to well-educated experienced teachers knowledge, it is not possi-
ble to add extra (though relevant) Big Ideas to the list. Also, problem solving skills have
been counted as a distinct answer (named by only one group), as a result from the pre-
vious study. We keep this distinction to maintain consistency between the two studies.
In the second part of the workshops teachers chose, based on their interests, one or two
of the Big Ideas and answered, for each Big Idea, the eight questions listed (Table 3).
These results comprise the standard against which the PCK Dutch teachers will be mea-
sured.

The data have been collected in four countries (Italy, Belgium, Lithuania and the
Netherlands) and constitute the first contribution to the efforts to portray the PCK of
programming for secondary education. Having the possibility to freely choose from the
eleven Big Ideas, the teachers chose seven topics according to their interest, namely:
control structures, with a focus on loops; data structures; arrays; problem solving skills
(named by only one group); decomposition; parameters; and algorithms. The PCK of
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Table 2

A list of the core topics within programming at the heart of its learning

Big Ideas

Control structures: loops, conditions and sequence

Functions, procedures and methods

Algorithms

Variables and constants

Parameters

Data structure

Decomposition

Reusability

Arrays

Logical thinking

Formal language grammar and syntax

Table 3

The eight questions of the CoRe instrument

Questions

1. What do you intend the students to learn about this Big Idea?

2. Why is it important for the students to know this Big Idea?

3. What else do you know about this Big Idea (and you do not intend students to know yet)?

4. What are difficulties/ limitations connected with the teaching of this Big Idea?

5. What do you think students need to know in order for them to learn this Big Idea?

6. Which factors influence your teaching of this Big Idea?

7. What are your teaching methods (any particular reasons for using these to engage with this Big
Idea)?

8. What are your specific ways of ascertaining students’ understanding or confusion around this Big
Idea?

these topics is now available integrally in the technical report (Saeli et al., 2010), and in
Appendix B only the known PCK of the Big Idea algorithms is reported.

1.4. The Dutch Situation

In the Netherlands, Informatics at secondary schools first appeared in 1998, when the
Dutch Ministry of Education had the content and quality of all existing courses controlled
and new ones introduced. Informatics was one of these new courses. Concerning the
content of Informatics courses, it should be noted that in the Netherlands, lower grade
students (up to 14 years old) are all expected to become IT literate (Hulsen et al., 2005),
which is to achieve the minimal level of familiarity with technological tools like word
processors, e-mail, and Web browsers (On Information Technology Literacy, 1999). This
means that by attending secondary Informatics education, students should foster higher
achievements. Recently (fall 2007), secondary education underwent modifications, which
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for Informatics implied a simplification of the curriculum. It became less detailed and
schools were granted more autonomy and choice in the way they organise education. At
the moment, Informatics is an elective subject for students and for schools as well.

Presently, on a total of roughly 550 secondary schools, there are about 350 Informat-
ics teachers (Schmidt, 2007b) in the Netherlands. Most of these teachers did not receive
formal teacher training in Informatics but were offered an in-service training spread over
two school years known as the CODI course (Consortium Omscholing Docenten Infor-
matica – Consortium for the schooling of Informatics teachers). The content of this course
covers about half of the first year of a Bachelor of Science in Informatics and the peda-
gogical aspect of teaching Informatics in the last two years of secondary education (ages
16 to 18). A common scenario is that there is only one Informatics teacher per school,
in case a school offers Informatics. Considering the number of Dutch schools, it means
that only around 65% of the schools could adequately provide an Informatics curriculum.
Furthermore, the majority (67%) of these teachers were 50 years old or over in 2007,
which means towards the end of their care er. It seems that Informatics in the Netherlands
is at a crossroad, where there is even a risk to withdraw the teaching of Informatics from
schools (Van Diepen et al., 2011). The curriculum is divided into four domains, namely
Informatics in perspective (possible uses and scope of Informatics), basic concepts and
skills, systems and their structures, and applications in connection. These four domains
are divided into 18 sub-domains (Schmidt, 2007a) but the level of understanding and
depth students are expected to achieve are not specified.

Three textbooks are available in the Netherlands: Fundamentals of Computer Science
(original title: Fundament Informatica), Enigma, and Active Computer Science (original
title: Informatica Actief). The authors of the three Dutch books claim that, in general, the
content of the exam programme has been inspirational for the writing of the textbooks
(Schmidt, 2007b). The exam program is divided into several subdomains, and program-
ming is mentioned in the subdomain Software (domain B, basic knowledge and skills, re-
trieved from the website www.examenblad.nl, 2010). The results of the textbook
analysis study (Saeli et al., 2011b) suggest that these books sufficiently support teachers’
PCK on the content component (CK), but fail to support the pedagogical component (PK).

1.5. Research Questions

The aim of this study is to measure Dutch Informatics teachers’ PCK. To do so, we de-
velop a research instrument, called OTPA. Moreover, we are interested in exploring the
relation between teachers’ PCK on the one hand and their background studies and the
textbooks they use on the other hand. Therefore, the research questions are:

– Is it possible to assess teachers’ PCK with the use of the OTPA?
– What is Dutch teachers’ PCK of programming for secondary school?
– To what extent is teachers’ PCK related to the textbook they use?
– To what extent is teachers’ PCK related to their disciplinary background?
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Table 4

The scheme summarising the different stages to answer the first two research questions. The term used is CoRe
(Content Representation). The details of the used method follow in the next sections

2. Methods

In this section we describe the methods to answer the four research questions. The meth-
ods for the first two questions are summarised in Table 4: the evaluation of the OPTA in-
strument (leftmost column) and the assessment of Dutch teachers’ PCK (centre and right-
most column). Regarding the third research question, finding a relation between teachers’
PCK and the textbooks they use, we will use the results of the textbook analysis study to
find any trend that suggests whether a textbook with a high PCK could support teachers’
PCK. The fourth question is answered by grouping teachers according to their disciplinary
backgrounds.

2.1. Participants Teachers’ PCK

The OTPA has been available online between January 2011 and April 2011, and has been
filled in by 92 teachers, but only 69 of those reached the end of the questionnaire. The
other 23 teachers abandoned the process, though they were given the opportunity to com-
plete the questionnaire in a later stage by anonymously signing in again. We report the
results of those teachers who reached the end of the questionnaire. The majority of the
participants is either at the beginning of their teaching career (Table 5) – less than 10 years
experience – or quite experienced – between 20 and 40 years of teaching experience. As
for the teaching experience of Informatics education, the majority of teachers has less
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Table 5

General teaching experience

Teaching experience Frequency

<10 years 26

10 to 20 5

20 to 30 18

30 to 40 20

Total 69

Table 6

Informatics teaching experience

Informatics teaching experience Frequency

<10 years 37

10 to 20 30

20 to 30 1

30 to 40 1

Total 69

Table 7

Number of teachers also teaching other discipline

Also teaching another discipline Frequency

Alpha 5

Beta 26

Gamma 4

Other 2

Total 37 (of 69)

than 10 years of teaching experience (Table 6). Two of these teachers might have taught
Informatics in another country or in higher education, because they state that they had
more than 20 years of Informatics teaching experience. Of these teachers, 37 also teach
another discipline and the majority of those teachers teaches a scientifically oriented sub-
ject (e.g., Mathematics, Physics) (Table 7). In the Netherlands, subjects are categorised
as follows: alpha are subjects such as Dutch and English; beta are subjects such as Math-
ematics and Physics; gamma are subjects such as economics and geography; and delta is
the category for Informatics (Mulder, 2002). This categorisation sees Informatics as the
only delta discipline because this subject is unique in that it has different aspects of other
disciplines in its nature.
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2.2. OTPA (Online Teacher’s PCK Analyser) Evaluation

In order to measure Dutch teachers’ PCK, we developed an instrument by adapting the
CoRe, an instrument used to portray the PCK of programming (Saeli et al., 2011a). The
adaptation is made into two directions, the content and the form. Originally, the CoRe in-
strument was designed to portray the PCK of chemistry education (Loughran et al., 2001),
whereas this study deals with Informatics education, with a focus on programming. As
for the form, the CoRe was initially designed to be used in the context of semi-structured
group interviews, while in this study it is adapted to be used in the format of an online
questionnaire. Also, questions about teachers’ disciplinary backgrounds and teaching ex-
perience are added.

In order to answer the first research question, the quality of the instrument OTPA, we
used Nieveen’s quality assessment (Nieveen, 1999), which has been primarily designed
for educational products. Its applicability in various domains of educational product de-
velopment, such as for example learning material and computer support systems, has
also been proven (Nieveen, 1999). The use was further extended to evaluate a research
instrument to analyse textbooks (Saeli et al., 2011b). We extended the list of possible
target products, using Nieveen’s quality assessment on the OTPA. Nieveen’s framework
for product quality consists of checklists on the following three criteria (Table 4, leftmost
column): validity, which refers to its content and its construct; practicality, focusing on
the easy of use of the instrument; and effectiveness, referring to the time requirement for
the use of the instrument.

In order to evaluate the different aspects of the OTPA evaluation, the following steps
are covered. For the content validity, the theoretical framework of the OTPA is compared
with the theoretical framework of PCK to verify whether the instrument assesses all as-
pects of PCK; while for the construct validity it will be verified if the components of the
instrument are consistently linked to each other. Regarding the practicality and the effec-
tiveness of the OTPA, an independent researcher is asked to assess the easiness and the
time consumption of the instrument, in terms of low, medium or optimal.

A further step regards the evaluation of the reliability of the instrument. To evaluate
the instrument’s reliability, another independent researcher is asked to use the OTPA to
analyse three randomly chosen teachers’ responses to the online questionnaire. The two
researchers’ results are compared with each other and the percentage of agreement is
calculated (Table 4, lower part of the leftmost column).

2.3. Quality Evaluation

The goal of this phase is to answer the research question: Is it possible to assess teachers’
PCK with the use of the OTPA?

The CoRe instrument, which has been readapted to build the OTPA, has been used
successfully in different subjects (Loughran et al., 2001; Saeli et al., 2011a) and has been
assessed positively on how the eight questions actually cover the different aspects of PCK

(Saeli et al., 2011b). There is an almost one-to-one correspondence between the OTPA
and the results obtained with the CoRe.
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The instrument analyses both aspects of pedagogy (PK) and content (CK), two of the
three main components of PCK. The data obtained with this instrument is then compared
with the known PCK.

In order to measure the practicality and effectiveness, a second researcher participated
in this study. The second researcher commented that: “Controlling the urge to be too in-
terpretive and give meaning where none was obvious was not easy. I do not think this is a
reflection of the instrument. I believe this is probably a common factor in any qualitative
research where respondents’ words represent the data. When the respondents’ comments
were of good quality and quantity, the scoring was easy.” The second researcher’s com-
ment reveals a difficulty of analysing qualitative data that is not specific to this study.
Therefore, her positive score, in terms of the practicality of PTA, is at a medium level in
terms of easiness. When asked to score its effectiveness, the second researcher reported
the instrument to be high in terms of time consumption, commenting that “It is opera-
tional and perfectly usable for scoring the respondents’ answers”.

Moreover, regarding the reliability of the instrument, a pilot round has been run. Two
researchers (the first author of this article and a second external researcher) independently
analysed two teachers’ answers to the open-ended questions (CK3 and PK2 to PK8, as
reported in Appendix A. The answers to be compared have been randomly and blindly
chosen by the second researcher. The scores have been compared and this resulted in
a percentage of agreement (POA) of .81. After discussing the answers that produced
different scores, a full agreement on the method was found.

2.4. Teachers’ PCK Analysis

The second research question, assessing Dutch teachers’ PCK, is tackled by using our re-
search instrument. The data obtained are compared with the standard of PCK for program-
ming, obtained through workshops, fully available in the technical report (Saeli et al.,
2010) and partially reported in Appendix B. Similarly to the CoRe, the OTPA focuses on
Big Ideas (core concepts of a subject), considered as the CK (content knowledge) aspect
of PCK. For each of these Big Ideas, an analysis of its PK (pedagogical knowledge) aspect
is conducted through the eight questions introduced earlier (Table 3). Below, the details
of the CK and PK components of the OTPA (Table 4, centre and leftmost column) follow.

2.4.1. Content Knowledge Component
Assessing the CK component is done in two phases (Table 4). In the first phase we analyse
the answers to two multiple-choice questions (see Appendix A) which are labelled as
CK1 and CK2. Question CK1 has been constructed using the aforementioned Big Ideas
of programming, obtained from the international study (Saeli et al., 2011a), with the
addition of concepts that were not mentioned by well-educated and experienced teachers,
which were therefore considered as incorrect answers; while CK2 is constructed using the
experts’ opinion regarding which terms are related to the teaching of control structures,
obtained from the textbook analysis study (Saeli et al., 2011b), with the addition of the
incorrect terms. In the list of choices regarding these two questions, there are both correct
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Table 8

An extract of the CoRe about algorithms fully reported in Appendix A.

What do you intend the students to learn about this idea?

– To start programming in concrete programming languages for the future. Foundation of future
programming.

– Managing to spot the sequence of actions which brings a solution of the problem.

– A correct description of algorithms allows to: boost (sharpen) logic skills; communicate the results
of the job.

– A utility to clarify a fixed sequence of actions which allows to obtain specific, concrete and correct
results

– What it is, what is it useful for, representation, realisation. The goal is to teach students that you
need instructions to solve a problem independently, that it will be a computer to execute your
instructions.

and incorrect answers, and therefore teachers have to recognise the correct choices and
cross them. For each correct choice, they get 1 point, up to 11 for CK1 and up to 8 for
CK2. In order to b e consistent with the scales of questions CK3 and PK2 to PK8, the
scores of questions CK1 and CK2 are then labeled as ‘low’, ‘medium’ and ‘high’. To do
produce such labels, CK1 and CK2 scores are divided into thirds (e.g., for CK2: a 0 to 2
score is labelled as ‘low’, 3 to 5 as ‘medium’, and 6 to 8 as ‘high’).

In the second phase, the answer to the question: “1. What do you intend for the stu-
dents to learn about this Big Idea?” (Table 3) is found. This is the first question of the PK
part of the questionnaire, but because it refers to content knowledge it is labelled as CK3.
The answer is then compared with experienced and well-educated teachers’ PCK, which
is considered as the standard and it is reported in (Saeli et al., 2011a). It is evaluated as:
blank (0) if the answer is not given; low (1) if only 1/3 of the standard is listed by the
participant; sufficient (2), if 2/3 of the standard is named by the participant; and high (3)
if the full standard is listed by the participant. Because of the qualitative nature of this
analysis, one does not find exact matching answers but similar concepts are also scored
positively.

An example of the CK3 could be comparing a teacher’s answer on the topic ‘algo-
rithm’ with the standard (Appendix B and Table 8):

Teacher: ‘Algorithm’ = a plan of steps/recipe. Writing an algorithm = solving a prob-
lem. You can write simple algorithms, using parameters, iterations, conditions and simple
data structures (variables/arrays).

This teacher’s answer is scored with a ‘medium’ because it indeed lists topics such as
a sequence of actions (plan of steps) and a combination of structures to reach the solution
of a problem (parameters, iterations, etc.), however it fails in naming its representation,
realisation and the necessity for algorithms.

2.4.2. Pedagogical Knowledge Component
As for the PK (Pedagogical Knowledge) aspect of teachers’ PCK, as a term of comparison,
the standard of the PCK regarding of seven topics in the context of programming is used,
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namely: loops, data structures, arrays, problem solving skills, decomposition, parameters
and algorithms. We offered teachers, in the context of the OTPA, a choice out of one of the
seven topics listed above. They were then prompted with the eight questions introduced
in Table 3 and had the possibility to skip them or leave them blank. As question 1 is used
to analyse the CK component, we only use questions 2 to 8 for the PK component. Each
answer is then assessed for comparison with the results of the international study (Table 4,
right column) as: blank (0), low (1), sufficient (2), or high (3) in relation to their quality
and quantity. Similarly to the CK3, teachers’ answers are compared and scored (see for
example in the previous paragraph). Because of the qualitative nature of this analysis, it
is not always possible to find exact matching answers but more often than not, similar
concepts can be found. When teachers’ answers are different from the standard, but still
seem to be of good quality, an expert has been asked to assess these questions.

In the course of the international study (Saeli et al., 2010) the PCK of some Big Ideas
has been collected using a different set of questions to Table 3. For the Big Idea ‘problem
solving skills’ question 5 was conceived as follows: Which knowledge about your stu-
dents’ thinking influences your teaching of this Big Idea? Consequently for those teachers
answering that question of the OTPA on the concept of problem solving skills, an expert
has been asked to assess teachers’ answers.

2.4.3. Relation with Textbook
In order to explore whether there is any relation between teachers’ PCK and the PCK of
the textbook they use, the results of this study are compared with those of the textbook
analysis study, in which the PCK of textbooks has been measured (Saeli et al., 2011b).
The resulting histogram graphs are studied in search of relations and trends (see Tables 16
and 17).

2.4.4. Relation with Background
In order to test whether there is any relation between teachers’ PCK and their back-
grounds, the results of teachers’ PCK will be sorted according to teachers’ disciplinary
backgrounds according to the alpha, beta, gamma, delta categorisation introduced earlier.
Similarly to the previous section, the resulting histogram graphs are studied in search for
relations and trends (see Tables 20 and 21).

3. Results

This section is divided into three parts: the results relative to the analysis of teachers’
PCK; the results of a possible relation between teachers’ PCK and the textbooks they use;
and finally the results of a possible relation between teachers’ PCK and their background
(alpha, beta, gamma and delta).

3.1. PCK Assessment

In this section the results relative to the CK and PK component are reported.
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Table 9

Scores of the CK1, the first multiple-choice question

Score Frequency

High 13

Medium 54

Low 2

Total 69

Table 10

Scores of the CK2, the second multiple-choice question

Score Frequency

High 11

Medium 42

Low 16

Total 69

Table 11

Score of the CK3, the first open-ended question

Score Frequency

High 6

Medium 22

Low 24

Empty 17

Total 69

3.1.1. Content Knowledge Component
Regarding the CK1 and CK2 components, the majority of teachers scored medium values
in both multiple-choice questions (Table 9 and Table 10). The method used to obtain these
scores is reported in section 2.4.1. In the CK3 component there is not much variation
between low and medium scores, though a consistent number of teachers skipped this
question (Table 11).

3.1.2. Pedagogical Knowledge Component
In this section, the results of the PK component of teachers’ PCK is reported. Teachers had
the opportunity to freely choose one topic from the available seven concepts. The majority
chose to answer the questions for Problem solving skills and Algorithms (Table 12), while
only 2 teachers chose to discuss Decomposition. The scores relative to the answers of the
seven questions (PK2 to PK8) are reported in Table 13. Here, the scores reported are
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Table 12

Choice of the concept to discuss

Concept Frequency

Loops 11

Data structures 6

Arrays 2

Problem solving skills 33

Decomposition 2

Parameter 4

Algorithms 11

Total 69

Table 13

Summary of the scores relative to the questions. Low (sum up to 69), Medium (sum between 70 and 138), High
(sum between 139 and 207)

Question Sum out of 207 Score

PK2 93 medium

PK3 51 low

PK4 73 medium

PK5 75 medium

PK6 55 low

PK7 67 low

PK8 63 low

the result of the sum of each answer (scoring between 0, blank, and 3, high) for the 69
teachers, which means that the maximum score can be 207. The question with the highest
score is PK2 (93 out of 207), concerning the reasons to teach a certain concept. The
questions with the lowest score are PK3, concerning extracurricular knowledge about a
concept, and PK6, concerning other factors influencing the teaching of a concept, scoring
relatively 51 and 55 out of 207.

Table 14 provides an overview of the blank answers, either because the questions were
not answered, or because the answer was out of context. Teachers who chose to answer
the questions relative to the Big Idea “data structures” actually understood the term data
structure to mean “databases”, therefore the 6 teachers have been given the score ‘0’.

3.2. Relation with Textbooks

Three textbooks are used in this study: Instruct (29 teachers), Informatica-actief (20
teachers) and Enigma (only 6 teachers). Because a relevant number of teachers does not
report to use textbooks (13 teachers), their results are also reported. However, because
we do not have details about the content of teachers’ own material, it is not possible to
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Table 14

Number of teachers who did not answer the questions

Questions PK2 PK3 PK4 PK5 PK6 PK7 PK8

Blank 17 40 23 25 34 27 30

Table 15

Textbook used in the classroom by 69 teachers and the relative average scores with respect to the PK component

Textbook Frequency Blank Low Medium High

Instruct 29 35% 30% 30% 6%

Enigma 6 33% 31% 31% 5%

Informatica actief 20 45% 15% 35% 5%

No textbook 13 45% 30% 22% 3%

Other 1 100% 0% 0% 0%

Total 69

infer or speculate from the results relative to these teachers. Also, the research question
leading the analysis of these data concerns only the possible relation between teachers’
PCK and the textbooks they use. The scores regarding the CK (Table 16) and PK (Ta-
ble 17) components are reported below. As for the use of textbooks, the majority of the
respondents, 29 teachers, use the Instruct textbook (Table 15). This book is designed to
be used with one or more extra modules. In Table 15 the averages of teachers’ scores
using these textbooks are also reported, relative only to the PK component, which will be
analysed in detail later in this section.

The following results have been scaled up to 100%, though it should be considered
that the sample groups for the different categories (textbook or disciplinary background)
have very different sizes, as reported in the graphs’ captions. This choice was necessary
in order to be able to compare the different groups. Also, for the clarity of presentation,
teachers who did not answer the questions are represented in the graphs by the gap be-
tween the top of the bars and the 100%.

Regarding the CK1 and CK2 (Table 16), there is little variation among the teachers
using different textbooks where the most frequent score is ‘medium’. An exception is
found in the CK2 for teachers using the Enigma textbook because they are the only ones
without any ‘low’ scores. As for the CK3, where teachers were given the opportunity to
leave blank answers, the scenario is different. There is no consistency between the differ-
ent groups. The only teachers who score – in a very small portion- ‘high’ are those using
Instruct and Informatica-actief. Enigma teachers mostly score ‘low’, whereas teachers
who do not use textbooks are almost equally spread between ‘low’ and ‘medium’.

Regarding the questions relative to the PK component (Table 17), teachers were given
the opportunity to give blank answers. On average 40% of the teachers skipped these
questions (not considering teachers using ‘other’ kind of teaching material) and the ques-
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Table 16

The results relative to teachers using the same textbook or no textbook, divided per question (CK1, CK2 and
CK3) and shown as percentage. Instruct N = 29, Enigma N = 6, Informatica-actief N = 20, No textbooks
N = 13. The gaps between the top of the bars and 100% represent the teachers who left blank answers

tions skipped the most were PK3, PK6 and PK8. Those who answered are almost equally
distributed between ‘low’ and ‘medium’ (see Table 15). The exception are the teach-
ers using Informatica-actief, who mostly score ‘medium’ (35%). We can see the biggest
variation of scores in questions PK2 and PK3 (relatively the reasons to teach a concept
and extracurricular knowledge) where additional ‘high’ scores were also found in all the
textbooks, except for those teachers who do not use textbooks. On these last two ques-
tions, teachers using Informatica-actief are those with the smallest percentage of ‘low’
scores. For the other questions there does not seem to be any textbook with which teach-
ers score re markably higher than others, though it is possible to notice some high scores
(PK4, PK7 and PK8). The answers to question PK4 (difficulties connected with the teach-
ing) present less difficulties for teachers using the book Informatica-actief. Question PK5
(students’ prior knowledge needed) results in a similar distribution of scores irrespective
of the textbook with most teachers scoring ‘medium’ and a smaller percentage scoring
‘low’. While for PK6 (factors influencing the teaching of a concept), teachers using the
Enigma book score the highest. The answers to question PK7 (teaching methods) are
in general ‘low’ for Instruct and Enigma teachers, while mostly ‘medium’ for teachers
using Informatica-actief and teachers not using textbooks. Lastly, regarding the question
PK8 (ways of ascertaining students’ understanding) there are more ‘low’ scores, although
Instruct teachers and teachers not using textbooks score slightly better than the others.
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Table 18

Disciplinary background studies of 69 teachers and relative average scores with respect to the PK component

Background Frequency Blank Low Medium High

Alpha 16 52% 28% 16% 4%

Beta 26 30% 30% 36% 4%

Gamma 6 50% 14% 31% 5%

Delta 15 38% 22% 30% 10%

Not specified 6 52% 17% 31% 0%

Total 69

Table 19

Did you attend the CODI course?

Frequency

Yes 34

No 35

Total 69

3.3. Relation with Disciplinary Background

All the teachers participating in this study have different disciplinary backgrounds: alpha
(16 teachers), beta (26 teachers), gamma (only 6 teachers) and delta (15 teachers). The
other 6 teachers did not specify their background studies, and they will therefore will not
be shown in the results. The scores relative to the CK (Table 20) and PK (Table 18 and
21) components are reported below.

In Table 18 we can see that most teachers have a beta background (26 teachers), while
only 6 teachers have a gamma background. Roughly half of the teachers have attended
the CODI course (Table 19), the in-service training for teachers with another disciplinary
background to get basic knowledge for the teaching of Informatics.

Regarding the CK component (Table 20), teachers from different disciplines score
quite similarly (‘medium’) in the context of multiple-choice questions, except for gamma
teachers in question CK2. A completely different scenario is presented in the context of
the open-ended question, were there is a definite distinction between the delta teachers
(followed by the gamma teachers) and the others.

Regarding the PK component (see Table 18), teachers with an alpha background score
the worst out of all the teachers answering the questions. The group of delta teachers is
performing slightly better than the others, while the teachers with a beta background are
evenly spread between ‘low’ and ‘medium’. As for the number of blank answers, teachers
who answered most of the questions (Table 18) are those with a beta background, while
the ones answering the least have a gamma or an alpha background.
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Table 20

The results relative to teachers having the same background, divided per question (CK1 to CK3) and shown as
percentage. Alpha N = 16, Beta N = 26, Gamma N = 6, Delta N = 15. The gaps between the top of the
bars and 100% represent the teachers who left blank answers

Further (Table 21), in questions PK2 (the reasons to teach a concept) and PK3 (ex-
tracurricular knowledge) there is more variation between ‘low’, ‘medium’ and ‘high’
scores among teachers of different backgrounds. On the same two questions, teachers
with a delta background also have the largest percentage of ‘high’ scores.

With respect to question PK4, about the difficulties connected with the teaching of a
concept, gamma and delta teachers generally score ‘medium’, while alpha and beta have
consistent ‘low’ scores. A similar scenario is presented for the questions PK5 (students’
prior knowledge needed), except for alpha teachers (mostly scoring ‘low’). For PK6 (fac-
tors influencing the teaching of a concept) scores are between ‘low’ and ‘medium’, except
for gamma teachers (mostly scoring ‘medium’). For the questions PK7, relative to teach-
ing methods, alpha and gamma teachers mostly score ‘low’, while beta and delta teachers
have a larger proportion of the ‘medium’ scores. Lastly, regarding question PK8 (ways of
ascertaining students’ understanding), gamma teachers perform distinctively better than
the others.

4. Conclusions and Discussion

In this paper we discussed the use of PCK as a framework to assess secondary school
teachers. The four research questions leading this study concern the use of the OTPA,
teachers’ PCK assessment, the possible relation between teachers’ PCK and the textbooks
they use and the possible relation between teachers’ PCK and their disciplinary back-
ground.
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4.1. About the Instrument

Regarding the first research question, “Is it possible to assess teachers’ PCK with the use
of the OTPA?”, the results suggest that it is in general indeed possible to use PCK as
a framework for this kind of assessment. A second researcher used the instrument and
positively assessed it in terms of ease of use and practicability. Though, for the qualita-
tive aspect of the instrument, the interpretation of teachers’ answers is difficult at times.
However, this is a common difficulty of those interpretative processes that are specific to
qualitative methods.

4.2. Dutch Teachers’ PCK

The goal of the second research question of this study is to assess Dutch teachers’ PCK

from a general perspective. The results show that Dutch teachers have generally scored
‘medium’ on the content knowledge component when given multiple-choice questions.
In the context of open-ended questions, teachers perform less well and the scores are al-
most equally distributed between ‘low’ and ‘medium’. These results might indicate that
Dutch teachers do not have enough disciplinary background to answer open-ended ques-
tions, which involves knowledge production. However, when they are in a the condition of
recognising knowledge (multiple-choice questions) their performance improves. A possi-
ble explanation of this phenomenon might be found in the difference between knowledge
recognition and knowledge production (synthesis). According to the hierarchical classifi-
cation of cognitive processes (Krathwohl, 2002), knowledge recognition is considered to
be of less difficulty than knowledge (re)production. Teachers answering multiple-choice
questions are actually recognising knowledge, because they need to choose between cor-
rect and incorrect answers. However, when teachers answer open-ended questions, they
are in the process of producing knowledge. One might argue that clicking on a multiple-
choice question is faster than answering an open-ended question, influencing teachers’
performance (better with multiple-choice questions and worse with open-ended ques-
tions). However, if the results of the other open-ended questions are considered (Table 13)
it is noticeale that scores vary between ‘low’ and ‘medium’ scores, suggesting that some
aspects of Dutch teachers’ PCK are stronger than others and that it is sufficient to answer
open-ended questions, according to the hierarchical classification described above.

As for the pedagogical component, Dutch teachers have scored ’medium’ on the ques-
tions concerning the reasons to teach a certain Big Idea, on the difficulties connected with
the teaching of a certain Big Idea, and students’ prior knowledge that is required to learn
a certain Big Idea. At the same time, they score poorly on questions relating to extracur-
ricular knowledge around the Big Idea of their choice, factors influencing their teaching
of that Big Idea, teaching methods, and ways to ascertain students’ understanding. The
‘low’ scores on these domains are also influenced by the consistent number of teachers
skipping these questions. This is especially the case for the extracurricular knowledge,
where more than half of the teachers skipped the question on this topic. This result pro-
vides evidence on how Dutch teachers may be lacking a solid disciplinary knowledge in
programming (‘low’ CK).
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Summarising, the answer to the second research question is that Dutch teachers per-
form sufficiently on the content knowledge component, especially when in a condition
of recognising knowledge, as with multiple-choice questions. One might have expected
Dutch teachers to score poorly on the CK component, because most of them have a dis-
ciplinary background different than Informatics. However, Dutch textbooks (Saeli et al.,
2011b) have been positively assessed in terms of the CK component and could have
supported Dutch teachers’ weak disciplinary background. We could speculate that these
teachers would benefit from well designed teaching material to further improve their per-
formance. These outcomes are confirmed by Dutch teachers’ results on the pedagogical
knowledge component, especially for the question relative to extracurricular knowledge,
where scores were poor for both teachers and textbooks. Also for the teaching methods,
teachers seem to need more support. This result is actually a confirmation of the need for
more teaching materials and teaching examples, which is also underlined by participants
of the international study (Saeli et al., 2011a). It is reassuring, on the other hand, to see
that Dutch teachers score ‘medium’ on topics such as reasons to teach, students’ prior
knowledge and difficulties concerning the teaching of a topic. The results of this study
could help Dutch scholars (Van Diepen et al., 2011) in the process of revising the whole
subject. From the results of this study we can conclude that Dutch teachers are indeed
neither strong on the CK nor the PK component, though they perform much better when
knowledge is made explicit (e.g., multiple-choice questionnaires). Effort should there-
fore be made concerning the production of more teaching material and guidebooks for
teachers.

4.3. PCK and Textbooks

To what extent is there a relation between teachers’ PCK and the textbooks they use?
From the results of this study (see Table 16) there seems to be no relation regarding
the CK component, in the sense that teachers using the same textbook do not score bet-
ter than teachers using another textbook, but generally score ‘medium’ in the context of
multiple-choice questions, and between ‘low’ and ‘medium’ (except teachers using the
book Informatica-actief) in the context of open-ended questions. A reason for this ho-
mogeneity can be attributed to the CK component of Dutch textbooks, which has been
positively assessed in the textbook analysis study.

Regarding the PK component, the first sign of a relation between textbooks and teach-
ers’ PCK is on the choice of Big Ideas to discuss. Teachers mainly chose those concepts
that are also present in the textbooks. Of the few participants who decided to discuss
the ‘data structures’ concept, all teachers actually answered as if the Big Idea referred to
‘databases’. The latter is a concept included in the Dutch curriculum (Schmidt, 2007a),
while the concept ‘data structures’ is the only concept that is not explicitly addressed
in any of the Dutch textbooks. Also, it should be noted that none of these teachers had
an Informatics background. Interestingly, most of the teachers (33 out of 69) decided to
discuss the concept ‘problem solving skills’, which is considered to be at the heart of
teaching programming (Saeli et al., 2011c). 11 teachers decided to discuss either Loops
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and another 11 chose Algorithms, which are both concepts largely covered in the text-
books.

When considering the different parts of the PK component, it is possible to see from
the graphs (see Table 17) that there is no real difference between teachers using different
textbooks, except for those that use Informatica-actief in questions PK2 and PK3 (the
content to teach and reasons to teach that content). Dutch textbooks were assessed in a
previous study as weak on the PK component. When comparing the results of these two
studies, Dutch teachers obtained better scores in comparison with the results of the text-
books they use. One exception is made on the question regarding the teaching methods,
where some more consistent ‘low’ and ‘medium’ scores were found from Dutch teachers,
while their textbooks generally scored ‘medium’. Although in some aspects of PCK (rea-
sons to teach a certain Big Idea and extracurricular knowledge) there is more variation in
teachers’ answers, showing also some ‘high’ results, we cannot identify any relation with
the textbo oks they use, which all had poor scores on the same questions. Remarkably,
teachers scored mostly ‘medium’ but also sometimes ‘high’ on those questions to which
no answers were found in the textbook analysis. These questions concern difficulties con-
nected with the teaching/learning of a concept and factors influencing the teaching of a
concept. The answers to these questions can usually be found in a teacher’s guide to the
textbook, which is not available for any of the Dutch textbooks. As for the question con-
cerning extracurricular knowledge, mostly teachers scored low, except for teachers using
Informatica-actief. This is the only relationship between teachers’ low performance and
the low PCK assessed in the textbook study.

Summarising, the answer to the second research question is that, in the Dutch sce-
nario, there seems to be no strong relation between teachers’ PCK and the textbooks they
use, though for some aspects teachers’ performance might be linked with the quality of
the textbooks (e.g., CK component).

4.4. PCK and Disciplinary Background

The goal of the fourth research question is to understand whether there is a relation be-
tween teachers’ PCK and their disciplinary backgrounds. Disciplinary backgrounds are
divided according to the Dutch categorisation: alpha (e.g., Dutch, English), beta (e.g.,
Mathematics, Physics), gamma (e.g., Geography, Economics) and delta (Informatics).
From the results there does not seem to be any relation regarding the content knowledge
component when teachers are given the opportunity to answer multiple-choice questions.
When answering open-ended questions, delta teachers scored remarkably better than the
other teachers, while alpha teachers scored the worst. This is a confirmation that teachers
with a solid disciplinary background have better knowledge of the subject and manage to
reproduce their knowledge in the context of open-ended questions.

Regarding the pedagogical knowledge component, one might expect teachers teach-
ing another discipline to actually be supported on some aspects of their PCK from their
teaching experience, as research has shown (Sanders, 1993). Also, from the results of
this study, it is possible to see how teachers with different disciplinary backgrounds than
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Informatics, do at times actually score ‘medium’, for example on questions regarding rea-
sons to teach a certain concept, students’ prior knowledge needed, and factors influencing
the teaching. Regarding the question about teaching methods, the teachers that seem to
score better are those with a beta or a delta disciplinary background. As for the question
regarding the methods to ascertain students’ understanding, all different disciplines seem
to have equally distributed results between ‘low’ and ‘medium’, with the exception of
gamma teachers (mostly scoring ‘medium’). Only for teachers with an alpha and gamma
background there is a noticeab le tendency to skip open-ended questions, and unfortu-
nately the reasons for this are unclear.

Summarising, the answer to the fourth and last question is that there is no strong rela-
tion between teachers’ PCK and their disciplinary backgrounds, except in the context of
content knowledge reproduction (CK3), where Informatics teachers clearly scored bet-
ter than other teachers. Also, teachers with an alpha and gamma background are those
who mostly skipped questions, though we cannot infer the reasons for such a choice.
Quite surprisingly, teachers with an Informatics background scored quite similarly to
teachers with a non-Informatics background on the content knowledge component in the
context of multiple-choice questions. This might be due to the fact that textbooks have
been positively assessed on their CK component and might support teachers with a weak
disciplinary background. As for the pedagogical knowledge aspect, it is not possible to
evidence a single disciplinary background scoring better than the other. However, teach-
ers with an alpha background scored the worse on average and skipped the most ques-
tions. Beta and delta teachers are those that, in average, scored better. One might have
expected teachers of non-Informatics disciplines to score better on the PK because they
are supported, in some cases, by the PCK developed through their teaching experience.

4.5. Limitations of the Study

The instrument OTPA, intended as a teachers’ PCK measurement instrument, has the lim-
itation that it does not give the teacher the chance to discuss his/her own knowledge.
Though teachers were given the opportunity to write their answers in open-ended ques-
tions, they might have not had the chance to fully express their knowledge. Another
limitation of the instrument is that several teachers skipped the open-ended questions.
Reasons might be different, as for example time pressure, lack of knowledge or inter-
est. Also, all teachers answering the questions relative to the teaching of data structures
actually answered the questions referring to databases.

One might argue that the PCK assessed in this study does not reflect the teachers’
actual PCK because teachers had the chance to choose the topic to discuss. Probably,
teachers chose the topics in which they felt more confident. A consequence could be
that even if a teacher’s PCK on her/his topic of preference is good, it does not automati-
cally imply that her/his PCK of programming is good. However, the goal of this study is
not to measure a single teacher’s PCK, but to assess the Dutch scenario using PCK as a
framework. In order to be able to generalise our results from single teacher’s PCK a large
sample size was chosen.
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One final observation should be made regarding the quality of the sample of teach-
ers. Participants of this study were invited to fill in the questionnaire anonymously, ei-
ther through e-mail, advertisement on the portal for Dutch speaking Informatics teachers
(www.informaticavo.nl) or through mailing lists. Though the participants of this
study consist of almost 1/5 of the Dutch Informatics teachers, we suspect a bias in our
results due to the possibility that only those teachers who feel confident in programming
might have completed the questionnaire.
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5. Appendix A – The OTPA

Background information
Please fill in the following fields:

TEACHING
For how many years have you been a teacher?

...... years

Are you teaching Informatics this school year?
� yes
� no

If yes, for how many years have you been teaching Informatics?
...... years

Are you teaching other subjects?
� yes
� no

If yes, which ones?
...........

EDUCATION
Did you study Informatics at university level?
� yes
� no

If yes, which level?
If no, which other subject did you study and its respective level?
..........

� yes
� no

Textbooks
Which one of these textbooks do you use?
� Instruct

� Java
� Delphi
� PHP
� BlueJ
� Visual Basic
� VB. net

� Enigma
� Informatica Actief
� other:......
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CK1 Component
Please, tick the concepts that you find are at the heart of learning programming
for students at the VO level. If you find the need to add more, please use the
reserved space below the list.

� Control structures: loops, conditions and sequential
� Functions, procedures and methods
� Algorithms
� Variables and constants
� Parameters
� Pointers
� HTML
� Data structures
� Decomposition (problem solving)
� Reusability
� Arrays
� Logical thinking
� Formal language: grammar and syntax
� .....

CK2 Component
Please, cross the terms that you find are at the heart of learning control struc-
tures. If you would like to add more, please use the reserved space below the
list:

� conditions
� tag
� parameters
� selection
� typing
� iteration
� sequence
� database
� pointer
� if then – if then else
� while – do while
� for choice – switch – case
� ...
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PK Component
The following questions will help us understand the different possible ways
to teach one of the following topics: loops, data structures, arrays, problem
solving skills, decomposition, parameters and algorithms. Please, give your
answers to the following questions, but first choose the topic (only one) of
your preference:

� loops
� data structures
� arrays
� problem solving skills
� decomposition
� parameters
� or algorithms

Now please, provide an answer to the following questions:

– (CK3) What would you like your students to learn about this Big Idea?

Insert answer

– (PK2) Why is it important for the students to know this Big Idea?
Insert answer

– (PK3) What else do you know about this Big Idea (and you don’t intend
students to know yet)?

Insert answer

– (PK4) What are difficulties/ limitations connected with the teaching of this
Big Idea?

Insert answer

– (PK5) What do you think students need to know in order for them to learn
this Big Idea? (Prior knowledge)

Insert answer

– (PK6) Which factors influence your teaching of this Big Idea?
Insert answer

– (PK7) What are your teaching methods (any particular reasons for using these
to engage with this Big Idea)?

Insert answer

– (PK8) What are your specific ways of ascertaining students understanding or
confusion around this Big Idea?

Insert answer
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Appendix B – PCK about Algorithms

This is a small extract of the technical report, which also contains the PCK of other
concepts
of programming (control structures, with focus on loops; data structures; arrays;
problem solving skills; decomposition; parameters).

CoRe about Algorithms
1. What do you intend the students to learn about this idea?
– To start programming in concrete programming languages for the future
foundation for the future programming.
– Managing to spot the sequence of actions which bring to the solution of the
problem.
– A correct description of algorithms allows to: boost (sharpens) logic skills;
communicate the results of the job.
– Utility to clarify a fixed sequence of actions which allows to obtain specific,
concrete and correct results.
– What it is, what it is useful for, representation, realisation. The goal is to
teach students that you need instructions to solve a problem, independently
that it will be a computer to execute your instructions.
2. Why is it important for the students to know this idea?
– To write good programs.
– Foundation for the future.
– To autonomously cope with the analysis of a problem and propose a possible
solution.
– To give reliability to the job also in the presence of difficulty of verification.
– Because every programming problem has to be solved through the develop-
ment of an algorithm.
– To solve problems.
3. What else do you know about this idea (that you don’t intend students
to know yet)?
– Difficult algorithms.
– variety of formalities, definitions and specific tools.
– Choice of particular structures.
– Several personal exercises and teaching/professional experience.
– Problems of complexity for resolving algorithms; non deterministic algo-
rithms.
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4. What are the difficulties/ limitations connected with the teaching of this
idea?
– Algorithmic thinking is something new that student needs to understand.
They will also find it in other subjects.
– Autonomous ability of the student to analyse a problem.
– The need to realise the job into a working experience.
– Often students do not understand the need to develop an algorithm, until they
will have to solve complex problems. At that point it will be too late to start
clarifying their ideas.
– To spot elementary actions of the executor.
5. What do you think students need to know in order for them to learn this
idea?
– Mathematics logic knowledge.
– Limits the curriculum, because there is the need to spend time on helping
students understanding difficult topics.
– Students aim to immediately obtain results.
– Students think they are unimportant. There is the need to show them the
actual utility of algorithms.
– Choice of concrete cases to propose.
6. Which factors influence your teaching of this idea?
– Motivation, Success, Feedback.
– The use of formalism to present an algorithm.
– Possibility to compare other areas of study.
– Logical skills, knowledge of specific students’ reasons.
– The interactive environments of programming languages give the opportunity
to obtain results also without a proper preparatory development. In the past, the
slowness of the machine would force programmers plan their actions, because
they had “only one chance per day”. Nowadays students have possibility to try
out their code as many times as they want.
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7. What are teaching methods (any particular reasons for using these to
engage with this idea)?
– Give problem solving to good students, more examples,read algorithmic
structures.
– Analysing examples with the students and suggestion of implementation.
– Development of well known subjects to demonstrate the functionality of the
method to represent the algorithm.
– The idea would be to start for algorithms as they are and not relative to
Informatics. First of all students should have an idea of what the automatic
functioning is. That in a prefixed way, from an input it will come an output.
For example students are proposed some data and the output of “an operation”.
Then students are asked to guess how the results have been obtained. This could
be a way to let students discover that there is an internal logic, and they have
to understand how it works.
– Identifying algorithms in the everyday life before to work with algorithms to
calculate something more abstract.
TWO DIFFERENT APPROACHES

– Flowcharts are not suitable for a better understanding of algorithms.
– Flowcharts used next to the code help students to visualize what is the flow
of the program.
8. What are your specific ways of ascertaining students understanding or
confusion around this idea?
– Reactions, asking to write what happens in a given algorithm.
– Exercises in full autonomy.
– From small particulars and by asking specific questions.
– Formalise algorithms from different domains, as for example cooking
recipes.
– Propose other examples in which students have to autonomously reach to
identify algorithms.
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Programavimas: mokytojai ir pedagoginio turinio žinios
Nyderlanduose

Mara SAELI, Jacob PERRENET, Wim M.G. JOCHEMS, Bert ZWANEVELD

Straipsnyje aprašomas tyrimas, skirtas ↪ivertinti Nyderland ↪u mokytoj ↪u pedagoginio turinio
žinias programavimo mokymo vidurinėse mokyklose tema. Šiam tyrimui straipsnio autoriai sukūrė
internetin↪i tyrinėjimo instrument ↪a OTPA. Rezultatai rodo, kad Nyderland ↪u mokytoj ↪u pedagoginio
turinio žini ↪u vertinimas yra tarp žemo ir vidutinio. Kyla klausimas, ar yra ryšys tarp pedagoginio
turinio žini ↪u ir vadovėli ↪u, kuriuos naudoja mokytojai? Pasirodo, kad nėra stipraus ryšio. Taip pat
domėtasi, ar mokytoj ↪u išsilavinimas turi ↪itakos pedagoginio turinio žinioms. Rezultatai rodo, kad
ir šiuo atveju nėra stipraus ryšio.


